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33 good reasons
	You will save up to 30 % on your current project costs because you have a focussed business partner at your
side who specialises exclusively in technical services and solutions.
	You will wow your customers and make a lasting impression on them because together with you, new,
individual, exceptional and innovative event concepts are repeatedly devised which make an effective
impression in terms of both their technical and scenographic implementation.
	You will in future be able to work with even better qualified project partners in the countries of implementation because the most professional tender & award software available is used for the entire procurement
process for all resources.
	You will benefit from the experience gained during more than 10 years of international project business in
over 20 countries.
You will also receive all-round support during the event because you are guaranteed 24-hour staff availability.
	You will save money thanks to experienced and disciplined purchasing management in the target market.
	You will receive a flexible and needs-based project schedule because your personal requests and objectives
are already fully included in the project during the planning phase.
	You will also remain flexible where the conduction of your event is concerned because the availability of
materials for making spontaneous changes and adjustments is guaranteed thanks to local sourcing.
	You will cover yourself legally because professionally drawn up contracts which are tailored to the specific
situation are concluded with all subcontractors without exception.

10.	You will receive excellent service from proficient specialists who are well-versed in all technical issues
surrounding your event.

11.		You will make a long-term investment in a cleaner environment because procuring all resources in the target
market reduces all logistics expenditure such as sea freight and airfreight to a minimum.

12.	You will save an enormous amount of time which you can then invest in your core competencies because all
enquiries from individual service providers are centrally managed for you.

13.	You will save lots of money thanks to the targeted pooling of resources because the planning and deployment of all technical employees surrounding your event are fully coordinated.

14.	You will be given practical creative freedom and be at the centre of the overall planning process because you
have access to unique VR planning tools which actively involve you in a realistic way in the entire design
process for your event.

15.	You will enjoy maximum transparency thanks to standardised checklists and regulated feedback procedures
across all stakeholders and interfaces.

16.	You will benefit from a contact person with the highest possible qualifications because employees undergo

regular internal training and over and above this, they complete further training in their respective specialist
technical fields and thus continuously expand and add to their core competencies.

17.	You will spare yourself expensive logistics processes involving fault-induced breakdowns.

18.	You will create the ideal conditions for your stage performance because individual and functional stage

designs and stage sets are planned which homogenously combine all important components like
structure and size, lighting systems, audio equipment and video equipment and provide your musicians,
speakers, panellists and guests with the best foundations and environment for them to perform to the
best of their abilities.

19.	You will get well-functioning and trouble-free audio equipment because our experience of the most varied
live events, conferences, music shows and sporting events is drawn on to plan the most suitable audio
components which are perfectly suited to your project and project goals.

20.	You will only be provided with effective presentation formats because you will be equipped with the best
solutions, in order to ensure that your visitors and participants remember your important information in
the long term.

21.	You will benefit from stability thanks to the fastest communication channels because Scenotech uses the
most professional tools which over and above this meet international standards. (Teams, MS Office)

22.	You will always have your very own personal contact person who knows you very well and can help you at
any time.

23.	You will continue to organise innovative events in the long term whilst simultaneously wowing your visitors time and time again because focussed specialists keep an eye on the continuously growing market
and together with you analyse the latest trends and at your request implement them in your events.

24.	You will also know exactly what is going on during the event because you are equipped with and supported
by carefully devised event schedules.

25.	You will benefit from a flexible and proactive environment because in addition to all of your project’s

technical components, the interrelationships between and dependencies on other areas such as
transport and hospitality, catering, ticketing and artists are understood and these sectors benefit from
the maximum support.

26.	You will receive very personalised support because thanks to its streamlined corporate structures, Scenotech
works much closer with you and gives much more intense consideration to your personal needs.

27.	You will be relaxed about providing security for your visitors and participants because sound emergency
plans are key components of our planning.

28.	You will gain financial stability during implementation because your budgets will already be drawn up during
the initiation phase with realistic target market prices.

29.	You will save a considerable amount of time during product coordination because you will only have one
contact person.

30.	You will secure your investments in case of special and challenging projects because in addition to

well-founded knowledge in event technology, Scenotech simultaneously brings extensive and long-standing
experience of traditional building construction to projects and is therefore even in a position to implement
complex, long-term temporary & special construction projects.

31.	You will also be able to sleep easy in future because you have a reliable business partner at your side who will
always get the best deal for you in a targeted manner.

32.	You will gain some valuable time through long-term consistency because Scenotech attaches great value to
long-term customer and supplier relationships.

33.	You will get maximum planning and result security where the conduction of your event is concerned.
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